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1: The Art of Drawing Faces & Features: Debra Kauffman Yaun: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
Detailed, step-by-step instructions for drawing faces in a range of ages, ethnicities, and features. From the limitless
variety of shapes that the human face can take to the subtleties of emotion conveyed by facial expressions, it's no
wonder that faces present some of the most challenging subjects to draw.

Start with a circle Draw a large circle and make a horizontal line below it for the chin. Then sketch the
jawline. Draw a vertical line down the center of the face and make sure both sides of the face are symmetrical.
Draw guidelines on the face There are 2 ways to do this step: Ruler or no ruler. I highly recommend using the
ruler method for the first couple of faces you draw. Because doing this step without it can throw your
proportions off like crazy. The no ruler method requires you to split multiple sections of the face in half and
then in half again. Make a ruler beside your drawing that is the same height. The ruler should be marked so
there are 8 equal spaces. Always start with the center line. Without the ruler, I draw lines in this order: This is
the method I use to draw heads all the time. Draw eyes in the right spot On the face, mark the center line with
4 ticks spread equally apart. The eyes will sit roughly on this line. If you want to draw more mysterious manly
eyes, click here. Draw a proportionate nose Extend the 2 lines where the inner corners of each eye are located.
Start with a circle, resting it anywhere between line 1 and 2. You can give your male character a more chiseled
appearance by drawing the nose using very angular shapes. These lines should be very light! Using a 4B
pencil, draw the eyebrows along the brow bone. Facial features that can accentuate masculinity are thick
bushy eyebrows! Use a triangle shape to draw lips Draw a vertical line down the center of each eye. Click here
for my lips tutorial. If you drew the nose well above line 2, extend the triangle so the tip touches the nose. Add
the ears The Center Line and Line 2 mark the general boundaries for each ear. In-depth tutorial on how to
draw an ear from the front Step 8: Draw the hair Draw the upper hairline somewhere in between line A and B.
To draw a receding hairline, go above line A.
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2: Best Books on Drawing Portraits & Faces
Book The Art of Drawing Faces & Features (Art of Drawing) download PDF link Geography: mountainous wonderland
Learn how you can draw male and female faces from the 3/4 view realistically. Drawing faces in the 3/4 view is easy.

Huffman on Nov 10, This has some very good instructive content. I have always had a bit of trouble drawing
people, this gives me a few pointers I never realized and makes the process more achievable. I was really
pleased to see that the book is packed with instruction on the secrets of successful portraits. Although I focus
on watercolor, I was especially happy that Chambers provides a large section on the details of capturing a
likeness in the original drawing. I think both experienced artists and beginners might enjoy this book.
Chambers is obviously an expert and willing to share his knowledge! Here is all the details that are missing in
so many other books By Ans on Nov 29, Finally, A book that takes you through the finishing process of the
drawing of a face and how to practice the parts of the human head and facial features. It really helped take me
to the next level with a walk through. I am glad the writer artists covered it. I never had this explained and
demonstrated before. So if you last long enough to keep seeking answers and are patient enough; you get
fortunate and find a book like this one. I certainly would recommend this book to anyone struggling with
painting portraits in any medium. By Izbet on Mar 25, Good directions and illustrations. Easy to follow and
understand. If you are interested in portraits, this is a book worth getting. Great instructions for beginner By
Nettie Borchert on Feb 09, I am not an artist but wanted to learn something new in retirement. While taking
classes have been great, reading and following the ideas in this book have really helped me in my classes. The
first portion of the book about portrait drawing was very useful. The paint part, which is the last half of the
book, is a little advanced for my level of expertise. Good book for an artists library. I particularly like the
detail to measuring and proportions when doing portraits. Also color formulas are extremely helpful for skin
tones. Very good book By Christa Rewun on Jun 26, This book is well written and provides good information
and clear exercises. The projects listed are very helpful and give anyone the opportunity to learn new skills..
Awesome book in so many ways! By Joni H on Aug 29, Lots of helpful tips. Just the kind of comprehensive
book I was looking for. I love all of these books. The portrait book answered a lot of my questions. It is well
written easy to understand and the pictures are beautiful. Skin color is difficult and the pictures helped me a
lot. This book will be my go to source when I am having problems. This particular edition is in a Paperback
format. It was published by Walter Foster Publishing and has a total of pages in the book. To buy this book at
the lowest price, Click Here.
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3: Book The Art of Drawing Faces & Features (Art of Drawing) download
Learn to draw faces, features, and figures in graphite, with inspiration from 4 accomplished artistsPacked with practical
advice, helpful tips, and fundamental techniques, this comprehensive, page book is an essential resource to which
artists of all skill levels will refer.

Portrait drawing by jacob. This post may contain affiliate links. That means if you buy something we get a
small commission at no extra cost to you learn more Portrait drawing is something that all artists should learn.
It forces you to capture what you see in front of you and to ultimately study human facial expressions. But
learning to draw accurate portraits on your own can be tough. Lessons in Masterful Portrait Drawing This is
the newest portrait drawing book I know with a release date of March Lessons in Masterful Portrait Drawing
follows exercises from the old masters and covers how they approached portrait drawing from scratch. This
includes tips for seeing the whole picture and focusing on the composition while also rendering the tiny
details. This is not a book on formulaic drawing. This is perfect for concept artists who want to improve their
skills and render more believable artwork. Just different ways of doing things and approaching subjects.
Portraits can be intimidating because of the details and the complexity of such a drawing. But this book uses
tons of photo references and process shots of sketches to show what a portrait drawing might look like.
Overall a nice intro to the subject for beginners, although certainly not the complete guide to portraiture work.
Draw Faces All stylized art forms like illustration and caricature require speed. These styles of art typically
aim to express only what you need or choose to show. The goal is to help you push through large volumes of
work and build confidence in your ability to draw fast. But it covers a lot of techniques to capture a likeness
fast whether from a photo or real life. He shares decades of experience as an artist covering tips for newer
artists just learning the ropes. This guide features over unique illustrations all created by Barber himself.
Remember that no single book can actually teach you how to draw. That happens through practice and
repetition. What this book offers is structured guidance with exercises to follow along your journey. This book
is written by author and teacher William Maughan who definitely knows how to approach a subject
cautiously. You should never feel lost during this book and it offers a bunch of concrete techniques you can
apply to your own work. Most of the early chapters discuss the fundamentals of lighting, form, perspective,
and anatomy. These topics are fundamental for a reason because they apply to all of your artwork. A lot of the
tutorials here teach rendering with chiaroscuro techniques. If you struggle with rendering shadows then this
book can offer a lot of advice. This book is pretty small with only 64 pages and a few dozen exercises. But this
is also a decent book for novices who are still trying to pick up the basics of drawing. And best of all the
lessons are easy to repeat on your own with plenty to learn throughout the process. Unfortunately there is one
big downside: All of the tips in this book are spot-on. But if the print quality puts you off then you might
wanna pass on this title. Drawing and Sketching Portraits When you practice realism you learn how life really
looks and how to apply realist techniques to your art. This is why beginners should draw from life as much as
possible. Drawing and Sketching Portraits by Jacquelyn Descanso is not a well-known book. But this book is
also a treasure trove of information on how to capture likeness and realistic features in any portrait. Jacquelyn
does recommend working from life which is undoubtedly the best way to draw. However many of these
techniques can apply to photo references too so this book offers a lot of variety. Portrait Drawing Once you
get past the beginner phase and want to really challenge yourself pick up a copy of Portrait Drawing. This is
very technical and will be tough for a novice. But the exercises still follow a step-by-step approach with the
goal of teaching you new techniques for portrait drawing. These guided lessons will be most valuable to artists
who have some background doing portraits. How To Draw Lifelike Portraits From Photographs Typically you
should draw from life whenever possible and even do life drawing exercises when you can. But realistically
this is not always possible so photo reference is the next best thing. How To Draw Lifelike Portraits From
Photographs explains this process in detail for anyone struggling to capture portraits from a flat photo. Plus
this book comes with video exercises to show you exactly what to do and what the final portrait might look
like. But all of these books really are fantastic and they each cover portrait drawing from a different angle.
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Take another look over this list and see if any specific titles pop out at you.
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4: A Detailed Lesson on How to Draw Human Faces
Drawing the facial features After learnng the basics of drawing, graduating to faces starts as simple as learning to draw
one of.

With hundreds of images to illustrate her points, she discusses the tools he used. The author also gives the
reader history of each painting and drawing. Show and discuss how Leonardo Da Vinci expressed emotions in
his drawings several are available online Demonstrate drawing the features step by step, using proportion and
ratio, tonal shading, and repeatedly reminded them to use a full range of values. Discuss each facial feature in
detail as a group before they draw it --I demonstrate observation and drawing of tonal values on each facial
feature. Emphasize proportion and ratio throughout the presentation Procedures: All of the initial questions
were answered by studying the photo and figuring out proportions on the photo, then transferring the
information to their drawings proportionally. First, students lay their pencils on top of their chosen photo. The
pencil should be centered along an axis through the pupils of each eye. They then hold the pencil steady as
they move it to their drawing paper. This is the most effective if both the photo and the drawing are vertical on
an easel. They then draw a light line that matches the axis of the eyes in the photo. If the faces are distorted
because the face is turned or foreshortened, students did one eye at a time and measured how many eyes
widths there were between eyes. Their pencils angled from each corner of the eye through the pupil. Following
the completion of the eyes, a new vertical axis line was lightly drawn from the middle of the space between
the eyes, through the middle of the nose and on to the chin. When drawing the nose, students measure how
many eyes long it was vertically and made a mark, then they made a light mark where part of the eye the
widest part of each nostril fell directly beneath. When students draw the mouth, they look at the photo again to
see how many eye widths it would take to place the middle lip line, lower lip line, and dimples if any from
their noses. This assignment is about proportion and ratio. Once the facial features are completed, students
measure to see how many eye widths or any other measuring stick they selected at that point the chin is from
the mouth, the face width from the mouth and nose, eyes, etc. Next, the mid-line of the face is measured to see
how tall the head needs to be, how wide the shoulders should be, and so on. All lines are still lightly drawn or
sketched. Once everything looks good and any adjustments are made, students can darken the contour lines of
the components of the face. Finally, students will shade their drawings using a variety of pencil pressures.
More pressure will create shadows. A lighter pressure will create highlights. Students who finish early will
draw the background of the picture. If the face is expressive, the background may explain the reason for the
facial expression. This year, Linda did the still life shells lesson before they did their portraits. This was a
great lead in lesson to learn value shading. Kids see distorted portraits by Leonardo and others, and they pose
for their own portrait for a photograph that they work from. Their faces in the photograph are supposed to be
distorted, very emotional, etc. We start with one eye and then measure to see how many eye widths away their
other eye is, make marks for it, then draw the second eye. Measure the nose on the photo and compare it to the
size of the eyes. Then go to their portrait and make marks for how long and wide their nose will be before they
draw it. All features and lengths and widths of the head are done in this way Other things that help are looking
at what is directly above, beside, or below something they are trying to draw, and a technique I call "dry
tracing", where they pretend to draw on the photo I think this technique actually helps them to key in on
specific details better than any other. I tell them to imagine while dry tracing how hard they might have to
press on their pencil to obtain the various values they see in the highlights and shadows, and to think about
what shape a shadow or highlight is. Every single kid in my class is blowing my socks off with their portraits
this year. They are loving it! When they finish their own portrait they are drawing their friends. I am so
excited to have something with so much meat in it at the end of the year that they are so interested in and
doing such a great job. See Lower School Gallery - Click on the drop-down menu on the lower right. Did
students effectively created a drawing showing human emotion? Did students students draw facial features in
correct proportion? Did they use the ratio of the eye length to correctly place other features of the face? Did
students use pencil to shade and show values?
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5: The Art of Drawing Faces and Features by Debra Kauffman Yaun
Draw Faces, Drawing People, How to Draw People) The Art of Painting Animals: Learn to create beautiful animal
portraits in oil, acrylic, and watercolor (Collector's Series) Acrylic Painting: The Complete Crash Course To Acrylic
Painting - Painting Techniques for: Still Life Painting, Landscape.

You saw the basic skills of drawing and you saw their application. You got an inkling of the kinds of shifts
you need to make in your brain to make drawing so much more doable, and entirely within your grasp. In this
section, you need to keep applying those basics of drawing: This is where you begin to chew on the real deal
of what it takes, what you need to learn to draw faces, portraits or caricatures or anything for that matter. The
next task is to: Graduate to a new level of observation Anthony Robbins Graduate to a new level of
observation "How do you do that? The famous art teacher Robert Beverly Hale said in effect you have to
know something is there in order to see it in the first place. Bill Maher In his book "Drawing Lessons from the
Great Masters", Hale points out how all the Masters became masters of anatomy before or during their
apprenticeship as artists. They developed intimate insight into the external anatomy muscles and bones of the
human body well beyond even what most modern day physicians can tell of today. Not only could they name
all the bones, muscles, bony prominences, bony fossas, protuberances, muscle insertions, origins, and
functions, but they could draw them accurately, in proportion, with drama - and the kicker: Show me one
physician or one artist of today who can do that: By the way, no disrespect to doctors or artists intended. Do
you have to go to these ends to draw pictures like that? But to be the absolute best, it helps to be well versed.
Check out the program at YouCanDraw. Do you really have to learn all this stuff? Do you have to memorize
all the facial muscles and their actions to draw portraits and caricatures? That movie star look - what causes
that? Some will say a prominent maxilla placed over a strong mandible. Do they start sagging too? In fact, you
just learn it as you go through the right kinds of lessons. So where do you start?
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6: Learn how to draw a face in 8 easy steps: Beginners | RapidFireArt
Many people make mistakes when drawing faces because they don't fully understand facial proportions. Proportion
refers to the relationship in size and placement between one object and another. There are many formulas that one can
adapt to draw the facial features in the correct location. There's a.

Discovering Face Proportions Day 2: Finding face proportions Give each student a piece of string about 6
inches long. Have them tie a small knot at one end. Use the string to measure how wide one of their eyes is.
Put a mark with the pencil on the string or tie another knot on the string to show the width of the eye. Strings
are used so they can bend over the curves of the face. Use this measured length to check other measurements
on the face. Ask if their other eye is the same width. Check the distance between their eyes over the bridge of
the nose. The distance between 2 eyes on a human face is approximately 1 eye length so the string will bend
over the nose. Ask the students to find other relationships on the face. They should be able to tell you that:
Once they have found all the relationships they can, give them a handout which explains these relationships in
drawing form. Use page 5, showing the front view of the head, found at this preview on Google Books site:
Drawing the Head and Figure. Many websites online still carry this valuable resource. Drawing a human face
Materials: Then based on the measurements of the eye drawn on their paper, they can place marks for the
other eye, nose, bottom lip, chin, jawline and then the entire face shape. Next they can draw in the other eye.
Irises should touch the bottom eyelid but not be a complete circle. The top lid should cover part of the iris. A
lid line can be drawn in slightly above the eye. An eyebrow with small hairs can be wider than the eye. Draw
in the basic shapes of the nose and lips without filling in much detail. For example, when drawing in the nose,
draw a curved line with the nares being 2 darker oval, flat shapes rather than 2 large round holes. Remind
them not to draw 2 lines for a nose but use a bit of shading on one side to indicate the side of the nose and the
shadows of the eyes. After drawing the entire head shape, show students how to fill in a hairline and watch
how far down the part in their head begins. Draw hair in front of ears or behind them making sure the bottom
of the ear lines up with the line of the nose. Draw hair in the direction that it grows out from the head, rather
than straight down from the top of the head. Draw in a neckline so that some of the hair can be hidden behind
the neck. They should also make the eyes approximately half way down the head. Basic shape and head
proportions can also be found in the handout on beginning the head â€” front view by Jack Hamm, page 4.
Facial feature arrangements form a triangle which helps place eyes and lips. Knowing these distances will help
create a well-constructed realistic, human face. Have them draw a realistic human face on a small scale before
they try to draw their own face. Lessons on shading parts of the human face can be done separately from line
drawing. Use a series of lines to define the jawline rather than 1 line only. Try to avoid using erasers to
achieve perfection. Provide each student with a small mirror so that they may examine details in their own
face. Basic principles and proportions used in drawing human faces will really give your students confidence
because you can remind them of the measurements they have taken. The teacher should attempt to draw their
own face also. This demonstrates to students that it can be done and will also instill confidence in the students
in their abilities.
7: Art Studio: Faces & Features | Walter Foster Creative Team | | NetGalley
Here see you how you a eye can draw. Drawing drawings draw eye eyes kunst do it yourself diy Find this Pin and more
on Art (facial features) by Missy Wolf. Diy Drawing eyes art drawing diy craft diy ideas diy craft projects, wow that's
pretty great.

8: Art Lesson: Funny Faces Self Portrait Drawing
Facial Features - The face is the feature which best distinguishes a person. www.enganchecubano.com An Introduction
to Urban Art - Drawing the Face Worksheet.
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9: drawing the features of the face one at a time: the key to faces
Debra Kauffman Yaun discovered that she had a knack for drawing people when she was a young girl growing up in
Tampa, Florida. After graduating from the Ringling School of Art and Design in Sarasota, Florida, Debra worked as a
fashion illustrator.
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